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INTRODUCTION

Researchers and government officials now recognize racial

disproportionality as a pressing problem facing the child welfare

system.1 In this country, most children in foster care are children of

color.2 Black children are especially overrepresented in the child

welfare system:3 they make up about one-third of the nation’s foster

care population, despite representing only 15 percent of the nation’s

children.4 A black child is four times as likely as a white child to be

placed in foster care.5 

Although alarming, these statistics do not reveal the spatial

dynamics of the child welfare system’s racial disparities.6 State

custody of children has a racial geography. In the nation’s cities,

child protection cases are concentrated in communities of color.7

Many poor black neighborhoods in particular have extremely high

rates of involvement by public child welfare agencies, especially

with respect to placement in foster care.8 In 1997, for example, one

in ten children in Central Harlem was in foster care.9 In Chicago,
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most child protection cases are clustered in a few zip code areas,

which are almost exclusively African American.10 Such overrepre-

sentation of black children in the foster care population represents

considerable state supervision and dissolution of families concen-

trated in these neighborhoods.11 Moreover, racial differences in

foster care placement rates affect more than an individual child’s

risk of placement; they also affect his or her chances of growing up

in a neighborhood where foster care placement is prevalent.12 The

racial geography of child welfare, then, “makes the child welfare

system a distinctively different institution for white and black

children in America.”13

What is the sociopolitical impact of this spatial concentration of

child welfare supervision in poor, black neighborhoods? Although

researchers have investigated the reasons behind racial disparities

in the child welfare system,14 the community impact of these dis-

parities remains obscure.15 During the summer of 2005, I conducted

a small case study to begin to explore the effects of concentrated

child welfare agency involvement in black neighborhoods.16 The

study conducted and analyzed the results of in-depth interviews

with twenty-five black women living in Woodlawn, a black neighbor-

hood on the South Side of Chicago. Woodlawn is an area exposed to

a particularly high level of involvement by the Illinois Department

of Children and Family Services (DCFS). The study sought to
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evaluate how the involvement of child welfare agencies affects

community and civic life and shapes residents’ attitudes about

government and self-governance.17 

Almost all of Woodlawn’s 27,000 residents are African

American.18 Furthermore, “Woodlawn is also one of Chicago’s

poorest neighborhoods.... Half of the female-headed households with

children in Woodlawn live in poverty.”19 Additionally, the neighbor-

hood has one of the highest rates of foster care placement in

Chicago. At the end of 2005, almost 200 of Woodlawn’s approxi-

mately 9,000 children were in state-supervised substitute care,

living either with relatives or strangers.20

Conversely, in the vast majority of Chicago neighborhoods, the

foster care rate is less than half of Woodlawn’s.21 Although several

other poor African American neighborhoods, such as Grand

Boulevard and the Near West Side, have double Woodlawn’s rate,22

there is not a single white neighborhood in Chicago whose children

are placed in foster care at a level even approaching these black

neighborhoods.23 

Although the study set out to investigate the ways in which

intense child welfare agency involvement affected residents’ social

networks and civic involvement, I discovered three profound con-

tradictions in residents’ relationships to the child welfare system. In

particular, resident responses highlighted paradoxical views on

the role of caseworkers, foster parents, and parents. They described
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caseworkers as both meddling investigators and appreciated

helpers.24 They believed that some foster parents take care of

children for the money, but also that some need more money to take

proper care of their foster children.25 Lastly, they resented child

protection agencies’ pervasive regulation of their lives, yet relied on

the resources that these agencies provide.26

Scholars have noted the tension in the child welfare system’s

design. It is a system that seeks both to help and punish poor

parents, based on a philosophy grounded in child protection.27 The

residents’ responses exemplify this tension and show how it has

intensified as the safety net dwindles in poor inner-city neighbor-

hoods and changes the child welfare system’s institutional function.

Part I examines the three paradoxes that emerged from responses

of residents about DCFS involvement in their neighborhood. Part II

considers the implications of these paradoxes in light of the growth

of kinship foster care. Part III then discusses the relationship

between child welfare’s fundamental contradiction, arising from the

system’s dual functions as both investigator and service provider, to

the dwindling safety net in poor inner-city neighborhoods. Families

in these neighborhoods must increasingly rely on coercive state

agencies for the economic support they need. Thus, the child welfare

system’s racial geography is connected to the geography of social

service provision.28 I conclude that the growing yet overlooked role

of child welfare agencies in the shrinking welfare state heightens

the paradox inherent in the U.S. approach to child welfare, which

centers on the punitive regulation of poor parents, and makes

change more imperative than ever.
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I. THE THREE PARADOXES

The residents’ responses revealed three key contradictions in

views about DCFS involvement in Woodlawn and the role of

caseworkers, foster parents, and parents. The women described

caseworkers as both investigators and helpers, foster parents as

both greedy and altruistic, and parents as both subjects of regula-

tion and recipients of support. These contradictory views are all

related to child welfare agencies’ dual nature, which ties services for

families to investigation, coercion, and child removal.  

A. Caseworkers as Investigators and Helpers

The women interviewed in Woodlawn poignantly expressed the

tension created by caseworkers’ dual roles as both investigator

and supporter of neighborhood families. The child welfare system

employs social workers who are responsible for providing services

to families. Yet, these same service providers also investigate

parents alleged to have maltreated their children and coerce parents

to comply with rehabilitative measures by threatening to take away

their children permanently.29 Social work professor Leroy Pelton

emphasized the threat to family integrity created by the child

welfare system’s dual function of simultaneously coercing parents

while trying to help them.30 In particular, he observed:

The investigative/coercive/child-removal role diminishes, ham-

pers, and overwhelms the helping role within the dual-role

structure of public child-welfare agencies, as huge and increas-

ingly larger portions of their budgets are devoted to investiga-

tion and foster care, with little money left over for preventive

and supportive services to combat the impermanency of chil-

dren’s living arrangements.31 
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Thus, agencies fail to maintain a balance between coercion and

support of families because their intimidating role tends to domi-

nate.

Some Woodlawn residents viewed caseworkers with suspicion and

believed that they unnecessarily disrupted family and community

life.32 They felt that caseworkers’ investigations were often unwar-

ranted and their responses overzealous.33 Some portrayed casework-

ers as spies who infiltrated the neighborhood to gather evidence

against parents. According to twenty-six-year-old Cassie:

[Y]ou got to watch what you do and what you say and all this,

‘cause you don’t know who you could be talking to. Out on the

street you don’t know who you could be talking to.... She could

be DCFS, writing down stuff, taking notes, all of that, and you

don’t know who she is. So you have to be careful. You have to be

very careful.34  

Parents perceive caseworkers’ use of a foreign standard to judge

neighborhood families as part of the problem. Pearl, a counselor

who provided services for DCFS, but who also had relatives and

neighbors involved with the agency, said, “I think sometimes the

[DCFS caseworkers] who do the interviews come from a different

walk of life, you know, and when they come from a different walk of

life, they see things a little different than people within the home

community.”35 

Additionally, caseworkers’ investigative roles spread beyond those

performed by DCFS to influence relationships in the neighborhood.

Many of the women reported distrust among neighbors created by

the pervasive DCFS surveillance of families.36 Respondents believed

that residents often falsely accused others of child abuse to seek

retribution against them. Tiara, a twenty-four-year-old whose close

friend was the subject of a DCFS investigation, complained:

Teachers are even using it for revenge too. If you even went to

school with these teachers and they made it all right in their
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career and now they’re teaching in your community and your

kids is one of their students, that if she didn’t like you unknow-

ingly all this time since high school ... you got teachers that set

you up at the end of the school year.37

In this fashion, the presence of DCFS has not only bred distrust

between residents and caseworkers, but also among residents. 

Despite their criticism of caseworker surveillance, however, the

women also expressed gratitude for the support caseworkers

provided.38 Francis, a forty-eight-year-old whose daughter was the

subject of a DCFS investigation, explained:

You can get some [caseworkers] that will help you. They helped

[my daughter] get an apartment, furniture, you know, every-

thing they did. You have to know how to work these agencies.

Like, you know, anything else.... She helped us with a lot of

programs that a lot of people don’t know about. You know,

because a lot of workers won’t tell you about the different

programs that they have for you to help you.... A lot of people

don’t know that if you cooperate with them, they’ll help you

more.39 

Francis and her neighbors were well aware of the paradox

created by caseworkers’ coercive and supportive roles. According to

the Woodlawn residents, although caseworkers were often unfair

investigators to be feared, they were also potential sources of useful

information and material aid for families. Some residents, like

Francis, developed strategies for negotiating this paradox to gain

the most advantage from the system that is supposed to serve them.

As the next Section discusses, many residents nevertheless believed

that caseworkers should increase their surveillance of some foster

parents in the neighborhood.
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B. Foster Parents as Greedy and Altruistic 

In May 2006, foster parents in Washington State became the first

in the nation to unionize.40 Washington foster parents joined the

state government’s largest labor union, the Washington Federation

of State Employees.41 Frustrated by state government’s disregard of

their concerns, the foster parents may next pursue collective

bargaining rights with the state to influence their remuneration and

working conditions.42 Some people may find it strange that foster

parents would unionize because they are supposed to be altruistic

saviors who rescue children from abusive parents and treat them as

their own.43

This idealized role, however, is not the legal relationship foster

parents have with respect to the children in their care. In Smith v.

Organization of Foster Families for Equality and Reform,44 the

Supreme Court upheld limitations on the rights of foster parents on

the grounds that a foster family has “its source in state law and

contractual arrangements.”45 Foster parents receive government

stipends for each child in their care,46 and the state often gives them

other forms of assistance, including medical services, counseling,

clothing vouchers, respite care, and training.47 Daniele and Steve

Baxter, who have fostered more than 700 children and share the

presidency of the Foster Parents Association of Washington State,

described their position on business cards as “professional parent.”48

Yet Republican State Senator Joe Zarelli criticized the union effort

for being contrary to foster care’s nature as voluntary care for needy

children.49 “From my perspective, the whole idea of opening your
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home to children that need parental role models is one of volun-

teerism and not one of employment,” Zarelli explained.50 “You don’t

do it for what you get, other than directly from the kids in the form

of appreciation.”51 Although foster parents are paid contractors, as

Senator Zarelli’s comments show, many still view them as altruistic

child savers.

The women interviewed in Woodlawn had a similarly mixed view

of foster parents. Despite their gratitude for the material support

DCFS gave to foster parents, many of the women in Woodlawn

commented on the harmful effect of financial incentives associated

with becoming a foster parent.52 They believed that foster parents

often took poor care of children because they were in the business

“just for the money.”53 Forty-five-year-old child care worker, Estelle,

complained:

I know people who ... just used the children, you know, just

‘cause they get paid, you know. I mean, you know, if you want a

child, you take care of the child and you should want it from the

heart instead of just because you get the money. I know it’s a lot

of people who are just using the children.54

Aisha similarly observed:

A lot of people do it just for the money. A lot of people are taking

these people’s children for the money. Not that they care

anything about the child. I know from my grandmother that

sometimes that people do not care about the child as long as that

check is rolling in every month, they will let the child stay

there.55 

Francis, who was grateful for the help a caseworker extended to her

daughter, also questioned foster parents’ motives:
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Because foster people, they don’t give a care about them kids. All

they want is the money, you know. And then a lot of times you

see foster kids with foster parents, and the kids look like some

thrift store reject, you know. And you get money for these kids,

ain’t no way they should look like they look, you know.56 

As illustrated in these excerpts, many of the Woodlawn interviewees

cynically viewed foster parents as profit maximizers. 

Paradoxically, the women also believed that DCFS should be

more involved in foster homes because some foster parents were

only interested in the money and because the agency did not

support foster parents enough. Beverly, who was involved with

DCFS as both a foster child and as the adoptive mother of her niece,

expressed such sentiments about the agency:

I don’t think they’re involved enough. Why? Because I believe

that what they need to do before they even put children in other

people’s homes, relative or whoever.... [is] to observe the person’s

house, the person whose house they’re going to put the children

in, at least a month before. Why I say that, because a lot of

people get these kids, they start this for the money, the kids are

still being neglected, and I don’t think DCFS is going out

checking on them enough.57

Despite her suspicion of some foster parents’ motives, Beverly also

called for greater financial assistance for foster parents:

There’s another lady over here, she got her nephew and she was

complaining about how they weren’t sending her no money, like

$80 she got. First she had one baby, she wasn’t getting nothing

for that baby.... You need money to take care of these kids. I’m

not asking for a million dollars, but give me something to work

with. And that kind of thing people have problems with, with the

DCFS. The money thing.58

 

The tension these women expressed appears to stem in part from

their distrust of others’ motives for being foster parents while
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wanting greater remuneration for their own foster parenting.

By virtue of its overreliance on substitute care for children, the

state creates financial incentives for bad caregivers and provides

insufficient support for good ones. Additionally, the women’s

concerns also stem from the child welfare system’s preference for

paying foster parents to care for children rather than providing

adequate support directly to poor mothers. Although Congress

restructured welfare in 1996 by abolishing the federal entitlement

to public assistance for children, foster care remains a well-funded

entitlement program;59 of course, it is primarily foster parents who

can benefit financially from this program, not poor mothers

themselves. 

C. Parents as Subjects of Regulation and Recipients of Support

This pinpoints the heart of the contradictions that marked the

lives of the women interviewed in Woodlawn. I went to Woodlawn

to test my hypothesis that the concentration of intense child

welfare agency involvement in black neighborhoods had a disrup-

tive impact on community life. On one hand, the women interviewed

confirmed my theory. They described how DCFS interfered with

their parental authority, how it caused family fights over the

placement of children, how it made neighbors distrust each other,

and how it damaged children’s ability to form healthy, long-lasting

social bonds.60 On the other hand, they also responded in unantici-

pated ways.  

When the women were asked to rate DCFS involvement in

Woodlawn as too involved, not involved enough, or involved just the

right amount, I expected everyone to shout, “Too involved!” and

demand that the agency leave them alone. To my surprise, most

of the women answered that DCFS was not involved enough.61

Although they criticized the agency’s distortion of neighborhood
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relationships, most nevertheless expressed a desire for greater

DCFS presence in Woodlawn to meet the material needs of its

struggling families.62 

Many respondents understood the agency’s function not only to

investigate parents, but also as a chief financial resource for

families.63 Positive comments about DCFS typically concerned its

financial support for mothers, foster parents, or foster children and

not its protection of children from abuse and neglect. Twenty-seven-

year-old Angela, who had been in foster care, explained:

They’re doing a good job [in Woodlawn].... Because it does help

them out with their, you know, financial wise, pay bills and stuff

like that, they help them out, they do give them money for

keeping the kids too.... Because I know the caseworkers are so

nice because, like I said my husband, his mom had adoptive kids

and she get $2,500 to the kids, a month alone.64

  

Thus, the Woodlawn women valued DCFS’s financial support, in

spite of the corresponding surveillance. 

The child welfare system exacts an onerous price: it requires poor

mothers to relinquish custody of their children in exchange for state

support needed to care for them.65 Those women who wanted greater

DCFS presence in Woodlawn, however, did not accept the terms

of its current involvement uncritically.66 In fact, many condemned

the agency’s narrow role rooted in investigating families rather

than helping them.67 Michelle, thirty-four, who helped to raise her

nephew when her sister was investigated by DCFS, movingly

observed that the agency responded only to allegations of child

abuse rather than family need:

The way I see it is that [people in Woodlawn] don’t look like

DCFS can really help them. Like I said, the advertisement, it

just says abuse. If you being abused, this is the number you call,
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this is the only way you gonna get help. It doesn’t say if I’m in

need of counseling, or if I’m in need of my children don’t have

shoes, if I just can’t provide groceries even though I may have

seven kids, but I only get a hundred something dollars food

stamps. And my work check only goes to bills. I can’t feed eight

of us all off a hundred something dollar food stamps. So I’m

saying, they don’t know that DCFS can help them in a positive

way. They only do negative things, they only take my children

away. I think that is the big issue. I don’t want to lose my

children, so I’m not going to call DCFS for help because I only

see them take away children.68

 

Mirroring this sentiment, many of the women in Woodlawn rejected

the linkage of family financial assistance with investigation and

child removal, preferring more financial support with less disrup-

tion of family relationships.

II. IMPLICATIONS OF FAMILY RELIANCE ON KINSHIP CARE

The tensions in caseworkers’, foster parents’, and parents’ roles

have a particular significance in black neighborhoods because so

many foster children in those neighborhoods are placed with

relatives. Between 1986 and 1990, the proportion of foster children

living with relatives grew from 18 percent to 31 percent in twenty-

five states.69 In Illinois, for example, relative placements increased

232 percent in a five-year period.70  By 1997, there were at least as

many relative caregivers as traditional foster parents in California,

Illinois, and New York.71 Moreover, kinship care is a significant type

of out-of-home placement for black children in New York City,

Chicago, and Philadelphia.72 Kinship foster care, then, is a major
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source of financial support for relatives’ caregiving and is especially

crucial because kinship caregivers tend to have substantially lower

incomes than traditional foster parents.73

Many experts have heralded kinship foster care as a way of

enhancing the stability of placements and keeping African American

children in their extended families and their communities, thus

solving some concerns about the disproportionate removal of these

children from their parents.74 Because foster care assistance is also

the most generous form of welfare, however, it offers families an

incentive to remain in the kinship care system.

The two principal sources of public financial assistance for poor

families are Temporary Assistance to Needy Families (TANF) and

foster care benefits.75 All states offer TANF benefits both to relatives

caring for children and to generally needy families.76 Foster care

stipends, however, are much larger than TANF benefits and unlike

TANF, which provides only a marginal monetary increase per child,

foster benefits are multiplied by each child in the home.77 A relative

caring for several children might receive two to four times as much
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in foster care payments as she would in welfare benefits.78 The

difference in levels of support highlights the government’s willing-

ness to give more financial aid to children in state custody than to

children in the custody of their parents.

Federal law gives states wide latitude in creating the preferred

system of financial support for kin caregivers.79 Generally, the

amount of kinship foster care payments depends on whether the kin

caregiver is licensed by the state child welfare agency.80 Most states

require relatives to meet the same licensing requirements as

nonrelative foster parents in order to receive larger foster care

payments.81 Consequently, the strict requirements of the licensing

process entail another layer of intrusion in relatives’ lives.82 In this

way, the level of state support for kinship caregivers directly

correlates with the level of regulation: the higher the payment, the

greater the intensity of state supervision. 

Relatives can take advantage of the higher benefit payments

of foster care only by becoming involved in the child protection

system. Moreover, child welfare agencies make services available

that address the parents’ problems, such as drug treatment, mental

health counseling, and housing assistance, but only to families

under their supervision.83 According to Jill Duerr Berrick, director

of the Berkeley Center for Social Services Research, “This disparity

spawns concerns that the foster care payment system may act as an

incentive for a troubled family to seek a formal agency-supervised

placement with kin rather than sharing child-rearing responsibili-

ties informally with the same relatives.”84 

Juxtaposed against such concerns is the strong support among

child welfare advocates for kinship care, because it helps to keep

foster children connected to their families and communities.85 Child
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welfare researchers have found that children in kinship foster care

experience greater placement stability than children placed with

nonrelative foster parents.86 Mounting evidence indicates, however,

that the incentives favoring kinship foster care delay reunification

of foster children with their parents, and studies in several states

show lower reunification rates for children placed with relatives.87

Additionally, kinship foster care also appears to increase the

racial disparity in length of time spent in foster care.88  Black

children already stay in foster care for almost twice as long as all

other children.89 Furthermore, numerous national and state studies

have linked race to the length of time spent in foster care.90 Longer

stays in foster care contribute to racial disproportionality because

they increase the number of black children in the system in any

given year.91 Indeed, some experts believe that exit dynamics, rather

than rates of entry, more consistently explain why these children

are overrepresented in the foster care population.92 

Why might kinship foster care increase the racial gap in chil-

dren’s lengths of stay in foster care? Delays in reunification may

stem from financial incentives that cause families to prefer that

children remain with kin caregivers because they receive higher

foster care stipends. In California, for example, children in kinship

care receiving foster care benefits were half as likely to be reunited
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with their parents after four years as were children in kinship

homes receiving lower welfare benefits.93 The disparity in benefits

had the greatest impact on black families.94 Jill Berrick found that

“African-American children in kinship homes supported by the

foster care subsidy remained in care approximately twice as long as

all other children.”95 Prolonged involvement in the formal foster care

system can be conceptualized as the price families must pay to

receive the level of financial support needed to care for children.96 At

the local level, the Woodlawn women involved in kinship foster care

were experiencing the intense contradiction of being paid to care for

their own brothers and sisters, nieces and nephews, cousins, and

grandchildren, while having to accept more state surveillance,

which they resented.97 Yet, this was the price for receiving more

state support, which they needed.98

I do not see the contradictions expressed by Woodlawn residents

as an indictment of kinship foster care. Rather, relative caregiving

is a traditional African American arrangement that provides

children with greater stability and connections to their families and

communities than non-kin foster care.99 Child welfare agencies

should therefore attempt to place foster children with relatives, and

then generously support those families. The contradictions de-

scribed above, however, illustrate the flaw in child welfare policies

that provide more assistance to children in kinship foster care than

to children who are in the care of their extended families and

parents. Families should receive the financial benefits and support

services offered to foster parents without the prerequisite of placing

children in state custody.

III. CHILD WELFARE’S PARADOX AND THE FLAWED SAFETY NET

Child welfare’s dual nature as investigator and service provider

has been intensified by the dwindling safety net in poor inner-city
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neighborhoods. Furthermore, the child welfare system’s racial

geography is connected to the geography of social service provision.

In his three-city study of social service providers in the wake of

welfare reform, political scientist Scott Allard discovered a striking

mismatch between neighborhood need and access to support

services such as substance abuse treatment, food assistance, job

training, education, and emergency aid.100 Residents of poor black

neighborhoods like Woodlawn have especially inadequate access to

these services.101 

Allard also found that distance from services had serious

consequences for residents’ economic opportunities.102 Spatial

proximity to services helped determine utilization of services among

those women receiving welfare.103 Living closer to employment

opportunities also increased recipients’ chances of finding a job and

leaving welfare.104 According to Allard, under welfare-to-work

programs, “the lack of proximity to relevant social service providers

is tantamount to being denied aid.”105 Moreover, the neighborhoods

that Allard discovered as lacking in social service access were

precisely the ones experiencing intense concentrations of child

welfare agency involvement.106 Given this decline in access to social

services, it is no wonder that the women interviewed in Woodlawn

looked to DCFS for needed financial support. 

The increasingly paradoxical relationship between poor families

and the child welfare system suggests that we need to change our

view of the system’s institutional function. In poor African American

neighborhoods where most cases are concentrated, child welfare
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agencies function as much as economic safety nets as child protec-

tion services. Unfortunately, social scientists and feminist theorists

pay little attention to the public child welfare system’s role in

supporting caregiving by poor mothers. Although fewer families are

involved with child protection services than with TANF,107 the

number of children in state custody is staggering. In 2005 alone,

there were more than half a million children in foster care.108

Indeed, given the astronomical decline in the number of TANF

recipients in the last decade,109 the gap in the size of the two

systems of family aid is likely to shrink dramatically. With welfare

rolls slashed by the 1996 welfare law, social programs dwindling,

and desperate poverty increasing, child welfare agencies are

increasingly important sources of aid. 

CONCLUSION

Having stripped Woodlawn, like other inner-city neighborhoods,

of social programs, low-income housing, and guaranteed public

assistance, the state is relying more than ever on the punitive

system of foster care to address the needs of struggling single

mothers and their children. The contradictions expressed by the

women in my Woodlawn study reflect these tradeoffs, created

because foster care constitutes a critical means for addressing

parental poverty in their neighborhood. Poor families are left in the

bind of resenting child welfare agencies’ surveillance and interfer-

ence, yet wanting the agencies’ continued presence as one of the

few remaining sources of public aid. Moreover, the child welfare

system’s racial geography shows that the agencies’ role as a safety

net will be most prominent in black neighborhoods, where high

rates of foster care, unemployment, and inadequate social services
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converge. As this Essay demonstrates, the growing yet overlooked

role of child welfare agencies in the shrinking welfare state only

heightens the tensions inherent in the U.S. approach to child

welfare.

The paradoxes discussed in this Essay intensify the need for

radical reform of the child welfare system. At the heart of these

contradictions are the punitive stipulations for receiving aid,

including relinquishing custody of children to the state, and the

state’s unwillingness to provide needed support directly to poor

families. Eliminating the source of tension within the child welfare

system should be a central focus of change. Devising voluntary ways

to address family poverty before a child-endangering crisis occurs

—with the aim of generously supporting families’ care of chil-

dren—could accomplish this change. For example, some states and

localities have employed strategies to address racial disparities that

make communities central partners in developing policies and

practices and that include community-building initiatives that

expand the resources available to families.110 Others have imple-

mented programs that provide subsidies and support services to

relative caregivers comparable to what they would receive through

foster care, but without the “requirement that children remain in or

come from state custody.”111 We should work to transform the child

welfare system into a community-based institution that generously

and non-coercively supports families.


